
 

Press Release 

Vizrt Group Leverages IP-Based Adaptive and Software-Defined Visual Storytelling 
To Support Customers and Partners During Challenging Times 

 
––VizrTV and NewTekTV set to launch, serving customer needs digitally––   

  
Bergen, Norway and San Antonio, Texas—5th March, 2020—The Vizrt Group, parent company of 
the Vizrt, NewTek and NDI® brands, today announced the launch of VizrTV (www.vizr.tv) and 
NewTekTV (www.newtek.tv). These two “digital-first” communications platforms are designed to 
deliver key product awareness, innovation, and support messages to help customers and partners 
better adapt to changing market environments. The new online channels will be operational for 
CABSAT in Dubai and NAB 2020 in Las Vegas and will be available for viewers around the world who 
may not attend in person due to COVID-19.  
 
CABSAT attendees will find Vizrt at Booth C3-10 from 31st March – 2nd April. At NAB 2020, 
attendees can visit Vizrt at booth #SL4516, NewTek at booth #SL4511, and NDI at booth #SL4711 
from 19th – 22nd April. 
 
Vizrt Group is a globally scaled company that operates locally. The new digital-first platforms will 
enable the Group’s three brands to communicate their key product innovation messages by 
utilizing the power and flexibility of IP-based, software-defined visual storytelling (#SDVS) on a 
global basis.  
 
For the tradeshows, the group will be exercising its local teams from Vizrt, NewTek and NDI who 
will be ready to welcome any customers in attendance, to discuss how software-defined visual 
storytelling tools and solutions can help them enhance their live content production capabilities. 
 
“Our customers play a vital role in keeping their audiences informed during these dynamic and 
rapidly changing times,” said Michael Hallén, CEO of the Vizrt Group. “Because we are leading the 
industry with adaptive and software-defined visual storytelling products, we are uniquely positioned 
to use VizrTV and NewTekTV to deliver our message, using our own tools in a very tailored way, to a 
screen that is convenient to our customers.” 
 
Vizrt Group’s primary concern is for the health of its people, be they customers, partners, 
colleagues, or family. As such, Vizrt Group is actively monitoring local and global health authority 
advice and guidelines, and these will be rigorously followed. As the public health situation 
continues to develop, Vizrt Group is committed to supporting our customers and partners as they 
adapt, and IP-based software-defined visual storytelling is our primary communication platform. 
This will be supported with locally focused tradeshow and exhibition participation. 
 
 
-End- 



 

 
Press contacts: Scott Carroll scarroll@vizrt.com / Erik Hidle erik@brand-definition.com 
 
Notes to Editors 
About Vizrt Group: 

Vizrt Group is the world’s leading provider of visual storytelling tools for media content creators in the broadcast, sports, digital 
and pro-AV industries, helping them to build a better-informed world.  

The Group contains three of the strongest brands in the broadcast technology industry; NewTek, NDI® and Vizrt. All three are 
united by a passionately held single, simple purpose; more stories, better told.  

Vizrt Group is a global and diverse organization with over 700 employees from 52 different nationalities, operating in 30 offices 
worldwide. It is privately-owned by Nordic Capital Fund VIII. www.vizrtgroup.com  
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